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Air Conditioning

Stay cool all summer long with environmentally friendly

air conditioning.

View Disclaimer

$1,465.95

Rubber Floor Mats - Front

Protect the interior of your Hyundai from everyday dirt

and debris with custom-made floor mats.

View Disclaimer

$80.95

Rubber Floor Mats - Rear

Protect the interior of your Hyundai from everyday dirt

and debris with custom-made floor mats.

View Disclaimer

$56.95

Ash Tray

Designed to fit into your vehicle’s cup holders, this ash

tray can be easily removed for cleaning.

$16.95
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Cigarette Lighter

Add the convenience of a 12-volt cigarette lighter to

your vehicle.

View Disclaimer

$72.95

Cargo Net

A custom-fit cargo net ensures everything you're

transporting remains organized and in place by

preventing items from sliding around.

$50.95

Cargo Tray

Add years to the interior of your Hyundai by protecting it

from spills and messy loads with a durable, custom-fit

cargo tray.

$124.95

Trunk Lip Protector

Protects the paintwork on your rear bumper from scuffs

and scrapes when loading and unloading cargo.

View Disclaimer

$50.95

Winter Wiper Blade - 16" RH

Designed for Canadian winters, Hyundai winter wiper

blades ensure you see the road ahead.

$13.95

Winter Wiper Blade - 24" LH

Designed for Canadian winters, Hyundai winter wiper

blades ensure you see the road ahead.

$26.95

Plastic Hood Protector

Prevent dents and scratches caused by road and

vehicle debris with an attractive plastic hood protector.

$89.95

Block Heater

Engineered for your Hyundai, a block heater will help

ensure fast starts and reduce engine wear in extreme

weather.

$99.95
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Mud Guard Kit - Front

Custom-fit mud guards keep the dirt and debris of

everyday driving where it belongs.

$39.95

Sunroof Deflector

Enjoy the sun? You'll enjoy it even more with the

reduced wind noise that a sunroof deflector can

provide.

$99.95

Side Visors

Compliment your vehicle with a sleek and durable set

of side visors that will help reduce glare while

providing you with fresh air. Custom made for your

vehicle using high quality reinforced tinted acrylic

plastic, these visors will look good on your vehicle for

years to come.

View Disclaimer

$110.95

Wheel Lock Nuts - Closed Style

Help protect your valuable wheels and tires from theft

with a set of Hyundai wheel lock nuts.

View Disclaimer

$39.95

Steel Wheel (5.5Jx14)

Mount your winter tires on a set of Hyundai steel

wheels and spare your alloy wheels from the corrosion

caused by salt and slush.

$59.95

Wheel Lock Nuts - Open Style

Help protect your valuable wheels and tires from theft

with a set of Hyundai wheel lock nuts.

View Disclaimer

$44.95

Mud Guard Kit - Rear

Custom-fit mud guards keep the dirt and debris of

everyday driving where it belongs.

$39.95
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Rear Bumper Protector

Protect the finish on your bumper from chips and

scratches, when loading and unloading the cargo

area, with this durable, custom-fit rear bumper

protector.

$39.95

License Plate Frame

This frame is an excellent way to give any new Hyundai

vehicle that little something “extra”. Constructed of

durable solid sheet brass and then treated with a

brilliant 23K white gold finish, this accessory will stay

looking new for many years to come!

View Disclaimer

$42.95

Touch-Up Paint Pens

Take care of minor nicks and scratches with a touch-

up paint pen matched to your Hyundai’s original colour

specification.

$10.95

Roof Racks

This durable, quick-locking roof rack system lets you

transport cargo easily, without sacrificing interior room.

View Disclaimer

$324.95

Upright Bike Carrier

Take your bike with you everywhere you go with an

upright lockable bike carrier. Designed to fit virtually

any tire/wheelbase combination, it easily attaches to

Hyundai roof racks/cross rails.

View Disclaimer

$204.95

Kayak Carrier

Perfect for any outdoor enthusiast, this carrier is

designed to hold virtually any kayak, sailboard or

surfboard, securely. It easily attaches to Hyundai roof

racks/cross rails.

View Disclaimer

$157.95

Ski & Snowboard Carrier

Carry up to six pairs of skis or two snowboards with

this convenient lockable carrier. This accessory easily

attaches to Hyundai roof racks/cross rails.

View Disclaimer

$199.95
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Accessory Frame

An accessory frame makes it quick and easy to attach

hitch-mounted cargo equipment, such as bike and ski

racks.

View Disclaimer

$199.95

Frame Mounted Bike Carrier (2 bikes)

Don’t let extra cargo put limits on your adventurous

nature. This lightweight bike carrier features adjustable

cradles that slide to fit all bike sizes. It transports bikes

by the wheels and not the frame, allowing you to carry

two (2) different frame styles and sizes at one time.

View Disclaimer

$249.95

Key Chain

Made from high quality stainless steel, the official

Hyundai key chain is essential for any proud Hyundai

owner.

$5.95

Hyundai Work Gloves

Durable, comfortable and convenient, Hyundai work

gloves are perfect for owners who love to be hands on

with their vehicle.

$21.95

* Prices and availability is subject to change without notice. Products shown are applicable to current vehicle model year

only however may fit past applications. Therefore, contact your dealer for further details. Prices do not include labour or

painting if so required (e.g. Spoilers).
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Hyundai Auto Canada offers an exciting lineup of affordable, value-packed and fuel-eff icient vehicles. If  you’re shopping for an economical new  car, you can choose from our small /

compact cars, midsize / family vehicles, luxury sedan and sports cars and CUVs. Visit your local Hyundai dealer today to learn about our current promotions and take one of our great

Hyundai vehicles for a test drive!

The Hyundai names, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trade marks owned by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp.


